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A successful thought leaders practice

In our world a successful thought leaders practice is where an infopreneur who has successfully 
commercialised their expertise and is running a practice which is turning over $500k to $1.5M a 
year, working 50–200 days, with one or two support staff.

Most infopreneurs think this is impossible when they first hear this definition. “Make that kind 
of income selling my expertise?” And it does sound a bit preposterous. How could you possibly 
charge a high enough rate and sell enough hours or days to turn over high six or even seven 
figures?

Matt Church has developed a systemic methodology to grow a practice based on diversifying 
modes of delivery and taking the appropriate steps at each revenue level. It’s a method that has 
been proven to work – at the time of writing about 2000 people have been exposed directly to 
this methodology, and over 150 of them have reached $720k or above in their practice (what we 
call “black belts”).

In this report we are going to share the heart of this methodology with you. However we are 
getting ahead of ourselves – first let’s define an infopreneur and spell out exactly what we mean 
by a practice.   

So what is an infopreneur?

Infopreneur is a portmanteau derived from the words information and entrepreneur. So in plain 
english, an infopreneur is someone who makes money selling information – either their own or 
someone else’s.   

For thought leaders this would obviously be selling their own information or expertise. Typically 
these people are sole traders or partners who run their own practice based on themselves 
as a subject matter expert. They might write, speak, mentor, coach and train on their area of 
expertise – often with the assistance of a personal or virtual assistant, and perhaps an office 
manager, or a research assistant. 

Infopreneurs become recognised as thought leaders when they clearly define a unique 
perspective or offering to the market based around the subject they are an expert in. When they 
have built on the thinking in their domain, added to the knowledge in their area and challenged 
and extended the status quo. 

A thought leader is not a thought repeater – someone who takes someone else’s thinking and 
intellectual property and either licenses it or repackages it to sell. Having said that, thought 
leaders will often collaborate with each other on particular projects and offerings. This report is 
a collaboration of the authors, who both have infopreneurial practices in their own right. 

Matt Church is a thought leader in the subject of thought leadership itself – in helping clever 
people be commercially smart. Matt is the example that this methodology was initially 
modelled on. For the last 20 years Matt has been one of Australia’s most successful and best 
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paid speakers. However he realised that with speaking as the only way of sharing his expertise 
he was never going build a million dollar practice. He now runs very successful training 
programs on becoming “rock star good” as a public speaker and thought leadership in practices 
and business. Matt also mentors a select few speakers at any given time, writes a book each year 
and if you twist his arm hard enough will facilitate a conference or an event. 

A practice or a business?

This report and methodology is about how to build and commercialise a specialist 
inforpreneurial practice. 

A practice is based on the expertise of the principal. For example if the practice we look at is a 
brain surgery, the practice is based on the expertise of the brain surgeon. 

While there would be other people in the practice supporting the surgeon, she is the one who 
does all the delivery (in this case the brain surgery). If she is sick, the receptionist isn’t going to 
fill in for her. Without the brain surgeon the practice isn’t worth anything. 

The practice of an infopreneur is based on the subject matter expertise or the ideas of the 
principal. The expert is typically a consultant, speaker, author, trainer, mentor, facilitator or coach 
(and as we will see shortly, ideally a combination of these).  

Practices (as opposed to businesses) generally have low start-up costs. For example, many 
infopreneurs start their practice from home, keeping their overheads down. And practices 
continue to be funded from the cash-flow created in the practice.

Businesses, on the other hand, have an initial investment focus and even if you build one by 
boot strapping (or by keeping initial costs as low as possible) at some point they often require 
fund raising or more significant capital investment to get it to the next level.  

Now there is absolutely no doubt that investing early and funding a practice as if it was a 
business would accelerate its growth, but these early investments can also be oftentimes 
applied to the practice too soon. A $5,000 website describing a service that you quickly evolve 
out of is a complete waste of time and money. The early investment made in a practice is usually 
the investment in the learning and growing that the expert has done in the years leading up to 
launching the thought leader’s practice.
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Practice Business

Low start up cost High start up cost

Based around expert Based on systems

Has no value outside principal Has value outside principal

Can’t be sold Can be sold

High profit margin Low profit margin

Low overheads High overheads

Can be cashflow funded Requires capital injections for growth

Highly agile and responsive to market  Less agile and less responsive

Small team Large team

A practice can’t be sold for a “lotto like” figure at the end of the day, so you need to be taking 
significant money out along the way, and investing it in other appreciating assets. Fortunately 
given the high profit margin of a practice, and the potential to build a million dollar turnover, 
this is much easier than with a business or a job. After running a successful practice for ten years 
the thought leader would expect to have accumulated $5-10 million in investment assets – 
enough to live off for the rest of their life. 

Unlike a business, where the owner seeks to create systems and replace himself, the practice 
owner never gets replaced. From day one the job of the thought leader within the practice is to 
think, sell and deliver. Eventually there will be support staff to help do all the other things, but 
the principal will still be doing the thinking, selling and delivering. 

Consequently, to run a thought leader’s practice you have to be prepared to work hard 
(especially at the start) and you have to love what you do.

When love and skill work together expect a masterpiece.

— John Ruskin 
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What do you know?

Not surprisingly the starting point for a thought leader’s practice is what you know – the ideas 
in your head. 

This is different from a typical business or an internet marketing offering where the starting 
point is the market. If you go to an internet marketing course they will teach you to first find 
a hungry market that isn’t being serviced and then to create an offering to sell to that market. 
True entrepreneurial business starts the same way: identify an opportunity in the market and 
then develop a product or hire the expertise to take advantage of that opportunity. 

Our approach is different.

Start with what you know. What is your expertise? What do you know lots about? What do you 
love thinking about? In what area are you a thought leader? In which field or domain do you 
want to extend the current body of knowledge? 

Most of us undervalue our thinking and our ideas. Firstly, just because they are ours we tend 
to diminish them. And secondly, if we have been living with our ideas for a while we become 
familiar with them and start to believe that they are obvious.

For example we have talked about the idea of a practice as distinct from a business around your 
expertise. From the outside this seems like a brilliant idea, but imagine having that idea for the 
first time – thinking there is a difference between building a business around your expertise 
and building a practice around your expertise. It would be very easy to dismiss the idea. To think 
yeah, that’s interesting, but so what? Or that there is no commercial application for that idea. Or 
that it’s not new, there are already people building practices around their expertise. 

And yet an entire program – Thought Leaders Business School – has been built around this idea. 

More importantly this idea has had a huge impact on many people. A community of thought 
leaders who are building practices has come together around this idea, and often we hear that 
the experience of discovering this idea and this community is one of “coming home.” 

If this simple idea had been dismissed, all this would have been lost.
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Whose problems do your ideas solve? 

Once you have captured your ideas, it’s time to start thinking about your market (or markets). 
At Thought Leaders we help clever people be commercially smart, and the key to commercial 
success is identifying people who will buy your expertise. 

People make buying decisions either to move towards pleasure or away from pain. In fact at 
a fundamental level that’s why we make all our decisions – it’s what Freud called The Pleasure 
Principle. Of the two, helping someone move away from pain is generally the easier sale.

Hence the question is whose problems do your ideas solve? That’s what people will pay for – 
having their problems solved. And that’s your market, the people whose problems your ideas 
solve and who will pay to have them solved. 

Paradoxically the narrower your market the better. Marketing folk call this idea niching, and the 
more niched you are, the easier it is to identify and communicate with your target market. 

When we are starting out we don’t want to cut anyone out, so we market broadly. We cast the 
net wide. This is a mistake, it actually makes us less attractive to our market. 

If your ideas can help people grow their business, then you will be tempted to say your target 
market is anyone with a business. It is actually a much more effective strategy to target, for 
example, accountants looking to grow from $500k to $1M in turnover. Likewise if you can help 
managers work more effectively with their teams, female Gen-X managers in financial services 
firms is a better target market than simply managers. 

The reason this is more effective is that it differentiates you and makes you more attractive to 
your target market. In Australia alone there are tens of thousands of people that help businesses 
grow or that help managers manage. If I’m an accountant and I got a letter saying that you 
could help me grow my business I would bin it. Your phone call probably wouldn’t make it past 
my receptionist. But if you told me that you are in the business of helping accountants grow 
from $500k to $1M, and that’s what I’m trying to do, suddenly I’m very interested. 

And even though we market narrowly, we deliver broadly. In other words, even if we are 
marketing specifically to accountants, if a brain surgeon wants us to help her grow her business, 
we can still say yes. 
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Delivering Your Expertise

Most infopreneurs make the mistake of picking one mode to deliver their expertise through, 
and sticking to that. Speakers make money through speaking. Trainers make money from 
training. Coaches coach. And so on. The secret for infopreneurs to stabilise their cash flow and 
grow revenue more quickly is to diversify how they deliver the information they provide.

It is much easier to get $100,000 per year from six modes than to get $600,000 per year from 
one.

An introduction to modes and methods

We can share information by telling, showing and asking. We can deliver information to people 
en mass (indirect) or we can deliver it individually (direct). The following model highlights the 
six modes.
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The top two modes—speaking and authoring—are the “tell’ modes. When you are giving a 
speech, or authoring a book or a CD or a website, you are telling. The middle two—training and 
mentoring—are the “show” modes. These are about showing the audience or the client what 
to do, and involve the transfer of skills. The bottom two modes—facilitating and coaching—are 
the “ask” modes. While the thought leader is still positioned as the expert with these modes, the 
expertise is delivered by drawing the content out of the client or the group and providing the 
context of framework which this happens within. 

The modes on the left are indirect – this is where the expertise is delivered en mass, or one-to-
many. The modes on the right are direct, or one-to-one. The reason that authoring fits there is 
that at any one time, there is only one person reading the content. Right now you are the only 
person reading this book, the relationship in this moment is between us and you. 

Authoring also extends beyond writing books. It includes audio, video, websites, eLearning 
programs, software, eBooks, articles, reports, manuals, podcasts, workbooks … anything you 
author.  

Basic Economics

The law of diminishing returns and the rule of diversification are two well known economic 
principles that also apply to the building of an inforpreneurial practice. 

The law of diminishing returns and the 80 / 20 rule 

The Law of Diminishing Returns (anticipated by Anne Robert Jacques Turgot and implied by 
Thomas Malthus in 1798) states that increasing one variable of an equation while keeping the 
rest of the variables constant will eventually yield a result opposite the intended purpose of the 
variable change.  In other words sometimes you can push an idea too far.

For infopreneurs it is a mistake to go for 90 percent or 100 percent success in any given mode 
(where 100 percent success is defined as making all the money it is possible to make in that 
mode). Don’t go for the position of the number one speaker in the country. It costs too much 
time and money to get the market dominance and skills to operate at that level.  Go for this 
when you have the time and money to spare.

The 80 / 20 rule applies here as it does in most things. The Pareto Principle as it is also known 
states that you get 80 percent of the return from 20 percent of the effort. In other words to be a 
100% success in one mode takes five times more effort than being an 80 percent success. Scary, 
huh?

This also means that it takes as much effort to be an 80 percent success in five different modes 
as it does to be a 100% success in one mode. And that’s where the magic (and the money) lies – 
getting to 80 percent in a number of different modes. 
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The rule of diversification: Don’t put all your eggs in one basket!

Diversification is the golden rule of investment. In 1952 Dr Harold Markowitz wrote his 
groundbreaking paper which launched modern portfolio theory and eventually ended up 
winning him the Nobel Prize for Economics. As he said “my work has been to use formal math to 
work out how we should diversify our investment portfolios to get the maximum return at given 
point of uncertainty or risk.” He is definitely a thought leader, and his work still forms the basis of 
leading investment manager’s diversification strategies. 

What exactly is diversification? It simply means: don’t put all your eggs in one basket! As an 
infopreneur this economic rule also applies. You need to have several support structures, 
several development initiatives and several distribution methods in place. It speaks to the need 
to deliver your information via several different methods. Don’t rely just on speaking or just 
on your book sales or just on training programs. Use a mix of all and offer them to different 
markets. Diversify! 

Applying this to an infopreneurial practice

Let’s assume that each method (6 modes) has the opportunity to return $600,000 per year when 
operating at 100 percent capacity. 

To build a $600,000 per year revenue based solely on coaching is nigh impossible. To do so as an 
author means cracking it big time and being one of the top handful of authors going around at 
any given time. To be a conference speaker or a trainer making $600,000 would put you in the 
top one percent of each mode.   

Also the investment costs to build such a dominant position in each method kills your ‘take 
home’.  Put simply, it cost heaps of time and money to get to the top and stay there. You work 
harder and build a higher income from the mode but usually at a much higher effort. 

This is the mistake that Matt Church made before he realised the power of diversification. For 
years he was in the top handful of speakers in Australia. He worked very hard and invested a lot 
to stay there, travelled all the time, delivered over 120 keynotes a year and was one of the best 
paid speakers in Australia. However it wasn’t until he started diversifying and making money 
from the other modes that he reached black belt and beyond. 

Now don’t for a minute think that we don’t believe in excellence any more.  Diversification 
doesn’t exclude excellence! Being the world’s best public speaker or most published author 
is still what you would aim for. We simply want you to stabilise your cash flow and create the 
revenue and time you need to pursue this and do it right! You can have it all, just not all at once.
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Moving up the Revenue Ladder

If you always put limits on everything you do, physical or anything else, it 

will spread into your work and your life. There are no limits. There are only 

plateaus, and you must not stay there, you must go beyond them. 

— Bruce Lee 

In traditional Japanese martial arts (Karate, Judo, Jiujitsu, Kendo, Aikido) originally there 
were only two belts – a white belt and a black belt. For years you wore a white belt, and then 
eventually got your black belt. Typically it would take seven to ten years to get a black belt. 
Some schools and some styles still operate in this way. 

The coloured belts that we associate with martial arts, particularly in the West, actually 
originated with the Marines in Okinowa. The US Marines wanted a more efficient way to train 
their soldiers in unarmed conduct. They also understood that Marines are used to regular 
promotions and were motivated by regular recognition of achievement. 

Consequently they created a training regime that included different coloured belts and different 
levels between white belt and black belt. They also created a more efficient and effective 
training model based on gaining proficiency in certain techniques at each level before moving 
onto the next level. At white belt level the marines would practice and become proficient at the 
most basic techniques – a straight punch or a simple throw. At the higher levels more complex 
moves would be introduced. 

This methodology chunks the stages of growth an infopreneur goes through and grades them 
using the metaphor of a martial arts grading system.

5th Dan

4th Dan

3rd Dan

2nd Dan

Black Belt

Red Belt

Blue Belt

Green Belt

Yellow Belt

White Belt

Distribution

Capacity

Productivity

Engagement

Investment

Leverage

Positioning

Activity

Value

Decision

$1,200,000

$1,080,000

$960,000

$840,000

$720,000

$600,000

$480,000

$360,000

$240,000

$120,000

BELT TURNOVER FOCUS
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Moving through the stages

As you read these stages you are going to be tempted to take an idea from a higher stage and 
implement it at your level. Now that’s OK, you simply need to be aware of the consequences. 

For example if as a white belt you decided to start a media campaign or write a book (both Blue 
Belt positioning activities) then: 

• The cost will be disproportionate to your turnover (big percentage of turnover)

• The message will be less clear than a Blue Belt’s message

• You won’t leverage off it as much as a Blue Belt would 

So should you turn down coverage?  No! NO! and NOOOO!  Take it and run just don’t focus on it, 
or invest time and money getting it.

Stage stealing

There is nothing wrong with mixing activities from different stages. If you had unlimited funds 
you would do just that and accelerate your progress.  For those of who don’t have unlimited 
funds, this methodology allows us to move up the revenue ladder using cash flow.  

Use the following staged activity lists and focus on the five activities at your level as a minimum.  
If you have more time and more money then certainly do some others.  We suggest you do 
them one rung either side of where you are.  A Green Belt would focus on their five and the five 
for the Yellow Belt and the five for the Blue Belt. So at any one time you have fifteen focal points 
– enough to keep you very busy, but not so many as to be completely overwhelming. 

Seek, above all, for a game worth playing. Such is the advice of the oracle 

to the modern man. Having found the game play it with intensity — play 

as if your life and sanity depended on it. Follow the example of the French 

existentialists and flourish a banner bearing the word “engagement”.

— Robert S. Deropp
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Beginner (No Belt): Not even earning $120,000 per year

1. Discover what meaning you have attached to money and adopt new beliefs

2. Choose this game and decide to become a thought leader

3. Clarify your domain of thought leadership and expertise, refine your intellectual property

4. Get clear on whether you have what it takes

5. Learn more faster – prioritise your learning and building your expertise

   1. White Belt     $120,000 to $240,000 per year.

1. Commit to your practice and doing what it takes

2. Choose your message, market and mode

3. Enhance your database – get 150 people in your target market who know what you do

4. Start your procedure manual – systematise what you do

5. Measure the right things – your thinking, and the dollar 
value of what you sell, deliver and receive 

   2. Yellow Belt     $240,000 to $360,000 per year

1. Value your expertise – get clear about the difference it makes

2. Value your time – stop doing low value activities and put on a business manager part time

3. Re-evaluate your prices – and increase them! 

4. Build a communication platform – create a way to stay 
in touch with and be of value to your people

5. Foster a network of like-minded thought leaders
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   3. Green Belt     $360,000 to $480,000 per year

1. Cancel all fun – time to go to work! 

2. Write more – blogs, newsletters, white papers, reports etc

3. Speak more – accept more speaking opportunities regardless of the payment

4. Maintain your energy platforms, look after your health, nutrition and relaxation

5. Fail fast – get your ideas into the market quickly and 
see which ones fly and which ones don’t

   4. Blue Belt     $480,000 to $600,000 per year

1. Brand You! (Courtesy of Tom Peters) – what are you going to be famous for

2. Get your book published

3. Collaborate with other experts

4. Take a leadership position within your community

5. Get media coverage

   5. Red Belt     $600,000 to $720,000 per year

1. Get other people delivering your intellectual property either by 
licensing or accrediting or simply being referenced

2. Create products

3. Make your business manager full time and engage the third member of your team

4. Review and reinvent your systems and procedures

5. Train your competitors (that makes you the master)

   6. Black Belt     $720,000 to $1,000,000 per year

1. Invest in your practice efficiency

2. Invest in your professional development

3. Do work you love with people you enjoy

4. Focus more on your legacy work

5. Plan what’s next – as a black belt you have a lot more options
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Hats off to Thought Leader Infopreneurs

We love thought leadership in all its forms, but the infopreneurial thought leader holds a 
special place in our hearts. It takes something special to be stand naked with your ideas, declare 
yourself the expert and take that to the world. To make your living out of delivering your own 
ideas. We salute you.

Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The trouble-makers. The 

round pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They’re 

not fond of rules, and they have no respect for the status-quo. You can 

quote them, disagree with them, glorify, or vilify them. But the only thing 

you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change things. They push the 

human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we 

see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can 

change the world, are the ones who do.

— Apple Computers Advertisement
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Thought Leaders Business School is the ultimate program for clever 

people who want to become commercially smart. It’s a program 

designed to help experts—solo consultants, speakers, authors, trainers, 

mentors and coaches—get their business model right.

The Preparation  
(Black Belt Practice)

The educational sector is undergoing 
a revolution in the way that learning 
environments are structured. Lead most 
famously by the Khan Academy, but in 
various phases of implementation from 
primary schools through to Ivy League 
universities, the new paradigm of education 
almost completely flips the concept of 
teaching and homework.

Teaching now happens online, in video 
segments which are absorbed by students 
in their own time, at their own pace. The 
classroom then becomes a workshop, where 
the teacher can work with each student on 
the particular challenges they face.

This revolution has inspired the structure 
of Thought Leaders Business School. We’ve 
created an online platform that teaches the 
Thought Leaders methodology. Over 50 
videos show you how to capture, package 
and deliver your ideas. Over 120 resources 
help you implement this methodology. You 
complete the online program prior to the 
first workshop, so you already understand 
the methodology before your first day.

Five three-day immersion 
workshops

Every quarter we get together, alternating 
between Melbourne and Sydney, for a three 
day immersion workshop. Because you have 
learned the methodology we don’t need 
to teach the basics again and again. These 
workshops are all about implementation 
and mastery. We will deepen your skills 
around thinking, selling and delivery, and 
we will go to work implementing your 
gameplan.

Coaching

You will have a member of the Thought 
Leaders Business School Faculty coaching 
you throughout the program. Each month 
between the workshops you will have a 
scheduled coaching call to keep you on 
track. Your mentor will also receive your 
dashboard, and see your actions and your 
results week to week.

Mentoring

Every month you can also get a dose of 
mentoring from Matt through our monthly 
mentoring webinar.  Ask questions, share 
challenges and maintain clarity and 
motivation.
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Virtual Support

We reckon every thought leader should 
have an awesome virtual assistant off 
shore, either supporting you directly, or 
supporting your local business manager. 
So over the course of the 12 month 
program we’ll pick one quarter to help you 
engage a rock star Virtual Assistant. We’ll 
send you a video each week, and provide 
all the templates, procedures, contracts, 
links and resources you need so you’re not 
reinventing the wheel.

Deliverables

This program is about doing the work. 
Doing great work, worthy work, and the 
right work, but none the less its work. And 
there is some stuff you need to deliver over 
the 12 months.

Throughout the year you will:

•  Submit 101 IP Snapshots. That is 101 
unique, fleshed-out ideas using the 
Intellectual Property Snapshot.

•  Launch four clusters. Each 90 days you 
will take a new cluster, a new offering, to 
market.

• Write one book. This may be self published, 
or we may introduce you to a mainstream 
publisher if that makes sense for your 
practice and your book.

Accountability

There’s a lot of evidence out there that 
accountability reduces the amount of will-
power needed to get something done and 
increases the chances of a project’s success. 
So we’ve created an accountability game, 
requiring you to record your activity in a 
dashboard weekly and undertake three 
mission-critical actions each week.

A tribe

The humbling thing that we’ve learned 
delivering the program is that the most 
valuable thing actually has nothing to do 
with us. The element of the program that 
truly is priceless is being in a community of 
likeminded thought leaders on the same 
journey.

Over the course of the year what’s normal 
gets redefined in your sub-conscious. It 
will become normal to write a book in 12 
months (without taking any time off from 
your business to do so). It will become 
normal to earn $500k to $1.5M in your 
practice. It will become normal to think 
about $3,000 days and $5,000 days … and 
then $10,000 days and even $50,000 days.

And this change in mindset, which comes 
from the tribe much more than it comes 
from us, is what makes everything not just 
possible, but inevitable.

 

 

Interested? If you’re considering the biggest year of your professional 

life come and learn more at tlbusinessschool.com.
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